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Abstract: Cities are considered complex and open environments with multidimensional aspects
including urban forms, urban imagery, and urban energy performance. So, a platform that supports
the dialogue between the user and the machine is crucial in urban computational modeling (UCM).
In this paper, we present a novel urban computational modeling framework, which integrates urban
geometry and urban visual appearance aspects. The framework applies unsupervised machine learn-
ing, self-organizing map (SOM), and information retrieval techniques. We propose the instrument to
help designers navigate among references from the built environment. The framework incorporates
geometric and imagery aspects by encoding urban spatial and visual appearance characteristics
with Isovist and semantic segmentation for integrated geometry and imagery features (IGIF). A ray
SOM and a mask SOM are trained with the IGIF, using building footprints and street view images
of Nanjing as a dataset. By interlinking the two SOMs, the program retrieves urban plots which
have similar spatial traits or visual appearance, or both. The program provides urban designers
with a navigatable explorer space with references from the built environment to inspire design ideas
and learn from them. Our proposed framework helps architects and urban designers with both
design inspiration and decision making by bringing human intelligence into UCM. Future research
directions using and extending the framework are also discussed.

Keywords: urban computational modeling; data clustering; feature extraction; IGIF; self-organizing
map; probabilistic navigation

1. Introduction

Computational modeling is necessary for scientific investigation because it impacts
how we translate real-world phenomena to a digital representation. The foundation of
computational modeling technologies changes with growing diversity. Various modeling
methods increase the capacity for applications in the urban study and urban design domain.
Urban computational modeling (UCM) has evolved from analytical to computational net-
work methods, which is followed by methods using data streams [1]. Cities are considered
complex and open environments with multidimensional aspects including urban forms, ur-
ban imagery, and urban energy performance [2]. So, a platform that supports the dialogue
between the user and the machine is crucial in urban modeling investigation compared to
executing analytical urban programs to calculate answers. In previous studies, researchers
applied computational modeling methods to interactively generate 3D city models and
used street view images (SVI) for user behavior studies and urban analytics [3]. However,
more studies that include those two aspects are still required to investigate generic urban
modeling techniques for encoding complex phenomena and multidimensional urban study.

Existing urban computational studies do not account for the integrated modeling
of explicit knowledge and implicit knowledge, and there is a lack of efficient modeling
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approaches to include the geometrical and imagery dataset. A comprehensive urban
computational modeling approach should allow a high efficiency, flexible interface with
different input, process with heterogeneous data, and the provision of an instrument for
navigation among the explorer spaces formed by existing projects. There is a lack of
applications with data streams in urban design for

• Integrating geometric and imagery aspects of computational modeling for urban design;
• Extracting condensed but informative feature vectors of urban cases for efficient

machine learning implementation;
• Integration and interrelation of multi-source data for case retrieval from the built

environment;
• Facilitating personal preference and intuition in case retrieval to bring humans in

the loop.

In this paper, we propose a method to navigate within cities using integrated geometric
and imagery features (IGIF) and machine learning. We use the map data from the city of
Nanjing, China as a dataset. We encode the geometrical-based space features and imagery
features from a collection of observers’ viewpoints, using Isovist and SVIs, respectively.
The self-organizing map (SOM) and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) technology communicate
the geometrical and imagery aspects. Our work demonstrates that IGIF helps probabilistic
navigation among complex city phenomena. It supports urban design decision making and
opens a novel perspective for a generic urban modeling method. The novel contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1. A feature extraction method for geometric and imagery aspects of urban space using
IGIF which is condensed but informative, supporting efficient clustering;

2. Implementing a program that allows navigation among the cases in the built environ-
ment, creating an explorer space using SOM which can help design decision making;

3. A framework designed to facilitate new modes of UCM with data streams, allowing
integration and interplay among heterogeneous data.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Urban Computational Modeling Context

Urban computational modeling (UCM) approaches have been growing diversely since
the 1960s, evolving from analytical to systematic modeling approaches [4]. In the last
decade, spatio-temporal urban data streams (such as street view imagery, OpenStreetMap,
and satellite imagery) are exponentially increasing, spawning many data-driven applica-
tions [5]. In the early modeling phase, urban models essentially simulate city functions
which translate theory into a form that is testable and computable. Those modeling meth-
ods require the idealization of reality, so they only approximate reality to a certain extent.
To address more aspects of urban problems, a multi-model idealization is often used to
integrate heterogeneous simulation into a multidimensional computational model [6].
However, the increasing number of properties and their relationships make the model
expand in an exponential manner [1]. In addition, it is hard to represent all the related
conditions and implicit knowledge (preference, perception, etc.) by explicit properties. Con-
sequently, the conventional approaches are not adequate to address the urban complexity
and dimensionality.

With the growing diversity of modeling approaches with machine learning and acces-
sibility of digital data, it is apparent that we should use data streams to embrace a shift in
the modeling paradigm in urban studies. Data streams allow for analyzing and modeling
the complicated interactions between spatial, temporal, emotional, and social aspects in
a dynamic urban system [7]. Therefore, it offers opportunities to integrate explicit urban
indicators with implicit urban perceptions, to advance the knowledge and understanding
of urban dynamics. With this in mind, we aim to construct models to deal with complex
urban problems by proposing a flexible framework that helps integrate dimensions of
different urban aspects.
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Achieving the aforementioned goals requires using proper techniques from the mul-
tidisciplinary field of UCM. The subset of UCM techniques discussed here relates to
rule-based and data-driven computation approaches. The following sections discuss some
existing techniques useful for urban form and urban perception studies from the perspective
of representation and data streams.

2.2. Data Streams and Feature Extraction in UCM

Models are regarded as representations of reality [4]. In other words, models using
cellular automata, agent-based systems, and shape grammar are popular and powerful
in many applications: for instance, land use, mobility, spatial planning, and so on. They
require a set of properties to define the inquiry objects. An example of replicating a specific
urban form is the construction of a multi-agent system computing properties and their
interrelationships that represent the village morphology, roadwork pattern, and building
structure form [8]. Integer programming is used for generating optimized urban and
building layouts that meet the sunlight requirement, where the buildings are encoded as
grid-based infill modules, by translating the spatial planning problem under the limitation
of sunlight requirements to a packing problem in a fixed area [9]. Stream-line-based shape
grammar for site splitting is used for generating street and parcel layouts where the spatial
planning problem is represented by a subdivision problem [10,11].

With the rapidly growing accessibility of digital data, researchers in various fields
widely use urban remote sensing and geospatial data processed by machine learning
techniques. Cartographic data and street view imagery are ingrained as important urban
data sources [3]. Analytical cartography is essential for urban planning and morphology to
illustrate spatial patterns. The urban form visualizations are comprehensive information
artifacts that reflect urban complexity [12]. Therefore, researchers have made efforts to
build collaborative spatial information systems for exploring urban fabric patterns and
spatial order to inform urban planning and urban design [13,14]. Apart from geometry
aspects, visual appearance is closely related to urban perception. It is relatively implicit
knowledge but important for understanding the perception of spaces, such as greenery [15],
understanding symmetries of urban blocks and so on [16]. SVI is used in a significant
number of urban perception studies because it enables characterizing urban space from a
human perspective.

One of the main challenges in UCM with data streams lies in integrating heterogeneous
data from multiple sources [17]. Therefore, in a technical view, the challenge is to find a
generic feature extraction mechanism for data in different formats (geometric data, pictorial
data, etc.). Feature engineering and clustering approaches have the potential for going over
urban dimensionality to multi-source integration.

Feature extraction is an essential step for extracting samples’ features that are useful for
clustering. Multiple quantitative approaches are implemented for extracting urban features.
Researchers use pre-proposed indicators (e.g., semantic indicators, geometrical indicators)
to index urban spatial characteristics for the follow-up studies [18]. The indicators are
decided depending on the specific task and should be verified by experiments. So, it takes
effort to decide on the indicators. Classic statistical indicators for urban morphology include
the “plot size”, the plot “edge length”, “Size/Edge2”, “GSI” and “FSI”. Using compressed
feature vectors from neural networks provides a flexible way to comprehensively represent
urban fabrics that excludes the artificial selection of morphological indicators [19]. The
visual field, isovist, refers to visibility that represents the size of a space that people visually
perceive. Isovist is popular in analyzing visibility in space, taking human-centric perception
to describe spatial characteristics [20,21].

In a convolution neural network (CNN), the feature mapping of the images extracts the
input’s underlying features by convolution kernels, promoting deep learning algorithms in
recent decades [22]. Neural networks are applied to solve problems such as the prediction
of energy performance [23], the pattern recognition of 2D images [24], as well as typological
form-finding on 3D models [25]. Therefore, apart from the compressed geometry, feature
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extraction by neural networks provides the possibilities for extracting urban features under
a generic mechanism.

2.3. Geometric and Imagery Urban Data Clustering Implementations

Clustering in urban studies not only brings efficiency but also the potential of con-
necting heterogeneous samples [26]. The clustering of geometry data such as city form
and urban parcel form is carried out to study the relationship between urban form and air
pollution [27], heat land [28], urban vibrancy [29], and so on. Researchers have been using
SVI to measure urban perceptual attributes such as vibrancy, comfort, and attitude toward
the living environment [30]. Quantification studies on SVI for assessing the characteristics
of the neighborhood’s visual appearance are considered important for promoting people’s
physical activities and improving residents’ sense of comfort [31]. Semantic segmentation
techniques are applied for extracting urban feature composition and understanding street-
level morphology [32]. Apart from the studies and investigation of urban knowledge, the
data clustering technique provides urban designers an instrument to create an explorer
space to investigate. The self-organizing map (SOM) is a well-known method that has
very rich literature with a diverse set of applications [33]. SOM can perform very well
in data clustering and classification; thus, SOM is a generic and flexible computational
technique that can be used for different purposes depending on the perspective. Personal
preference characterization in urban spaces is implemented to predict likable places for
a specific observer using geotagged satellite and perspective images from diverse urban
environments [34]. Clustering with the self-organizing map links building skin perfor-
mances with building geometries in a highly effective way, subsequently helping architects
in design–performance interaction at the conceptual design level [35]. Design space for
responsive and fast conceptual design is demonstrated in the structural field [36,37].

2.4. Key Issues in the Literature

The gaps we see in the existing literature are listed as follows:

1. There is a lack of study on encoding urban plots’ geometry as feature vectors that
carry the spatial characteristics information for further urban form-related studies.

2. There is also a lack of frameworks that integrate data-clustering techniques to provide
a responsive conceptual design process according to both the master plan and human
perception aspects that are heterogeneous data sources.

3. These gaps result in the lack of implementations in the related domain that involve
multiple urban aspects for holistic design decision making.

The following sections propose several novel contributions to achieve the goal of devel-
oping a framework of a responsive platform for probabilistic navigation according to users’
queries by urban geometry and perception. These contributions include a methodology
for encoding plot geometric features by isovists from the points along the plot boundary,
data retrieval based on the self-organizing maps that are trained with these features, and a
framework that ties these components together for interplayed navigation.

3. Material and Methods
3.1. Dataset Construction

We chose Nanjing for our case study. Map data including buildings, road networks,
and satellite images are available online from mapping services such as OpenStreetMap.
However, Google street view image is not available in mainland China due to business
restrictions [38]. Therefore, we collected geometric data in shapefiles, street view images
from Baidu Street View (BSV), and satellite images from Baidu satellite view. The geometric
data include building footprints and area of interest (AOI), which is the boundary of each
plot (Figure 1). We take each plot and the buildings in the plot as a sample according to
the AOI. The attributes of a building include height and area. Figure 2 shows 200 out of
5803 plots, where the color transparency of the buildings refers to the value of height.
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Figure 1. Visualization of map data including the area of interest, building footprints, and road
networks.

Figure 2. Examples of plot slices including AOI and buildings.

Static street view images and satellite images can be requested from BSV and Baidu
satellites via its public API. One can retrieve an image with the HTTP request where
the FOV, heading, pitch, and panorama ID, which are expressed in degrees, need to be
supplied. We set the FOV value as 90. A developer key is required. An image can be
retrieved by simply pasting a request URL into a web browser or by sending API requests
in a batch using any programming language. The heading value is related to the angle
of looking at the panorama from the observing point. We set the observing points along
the AOI boundary. We retrieve 4 SVIs from 4 heading values which are determined by the
orientation of the boundary line where the point is located at. We set 2 angles to look at the
corresponding plot and the other 2 to look at the plot on the other side of the street because
we want to see more of the buildings along the boundary. We take the AOI boundary box
location as a reference for requesting satellite image tiles, which is followed by merging
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the tiles into one image. Figure 3 shows examples of satellite images, master plan images,
and SVIs.

Figure 3. Examples of the samples in the dataset, include satellite images, master plans, and SVIs.

3.2. Feature Extraction

In this study, our interests lie in the spatial and visual experience along the plot, and
SVIs are not accessible in private plots. Therefore, we focused on the encoding of spatial
characteristics of the plots along the street to interrelate the geometric features with the
visual features from the SVIs. Taking into consideration the spatial feature at one observing
point in the street and the spatial sequences of walking along the street, we distribute
observing points along the AOI boundary at each corner and every 60 m at the edge.
Visibility is an important factor to describe a space because it shows people’s perception of
the space when standing at a specific point. Therefore, the isovist, which is usually used
for evaluating visibility, can be applied for encoding the spatial features, the numbers of
which can be the input of clustering. For each observing point, 32 rays are distributed and
32 ray distances (RD) from the point to the first obstacles are stored as the geometric feature
vectors. Building footprints within a 100 m radius circle around the target plot are included
for the measurements. Figure 4 shows an example of observers, rays and spatial radial
chart of a plot.

Figure 4. Allocation of the observers and the corresponding rays on a plot.

The elements in an SVI are indicators of visual appearance and perception, so the
semantic segmentation technique is applied to the SVIs. We implemented the semantic seg-
mentation for the SVIs by a pre-trained model “Ademxapp Model A1 Trained on Cityscapes
Data” on the Mathematica platform. Nineteen elements including road, sidewalk, building,
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wall, fence, pole, traffic light, traffic sign, vegetation, terrain, sky, person, rider, car, truck,
bus, train, motorcycle, and bicycle are labeled in each image. The images are resized to
300 × 300 pixels. Each pixel is labeled as an index for the element after the pixel-based
training. Based on the labeling, we can visualize the mask of segments for each SVI and
evaluate the percentage of each element in the image. The elements’ percentage values after
normalization are used as imagery feature vectors. In another word, the feature vectors
for SVIs are reduced to only nineteen dimensions. Figure 5 shows scatterplots for the
percentage of each element in the images. Figure 6 shows the colored visualization of each
element in the images.

Figure 5. The scatterplots for visualizing the percentage of the segments from all the samples.

Figure 6. Semantic segmentation for the SVIs, coloring according to the segments.

3.3. Data Clustering Using the Self-Organizing Map

SOM is a generic methodology, which has been applied in many classical modeling
tasks such as clustering, visualization of high-dimensional space, classification, prediction,
and many other tasks. Compared with the classic clustering algorithm such as K-means,
the nature of SOM makes it less affected by noises, more flexible in case retrieval and has
better continuous visualization as a spectrum in a 2D space. K-mans is a linear method, and
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a K value should be defined as the number of clusters that are discrete. SOM is optimized
based on a 2D network, where each node has a weight value and a coordinate to keep the
topology of the network while optimizing. The cases can be retrieved according to one
closest node, nodes within a certain radius, or even the furthest nodes because the nodes
are topologically connected. Therefore, flexible case retrieval for the search engine can be
applied according to various criteria set by users.

SOM is a general-purpose nonlinear data transformation method that offers solutions
for data clustering and 2D visualization as it creates continuous visual patterns on top of
high-dimensional data [1]. The node weight value is a high-dimensional number whose
dimension is the same as the input feature vectors and is updated by reducing the distance
between the node and input data. For calculating the distance between the node and
the sample, we use Euclidean distance because it is the most commonly used method,
which is the most common metric to calculate the distance between node weights and
sample vector. After several iterations, each node is associated with a set of input objects
that are closer to this node than the other nodes. This method serves as the clustering
process. During the optimization of SOM, the network would be stretched to cover the
high-dimensional data space as much as possible. Therefore, the coordinates of the nodes
help visualize the SOM in a 2D plane, serving as a dimension-reduction technique that
transforms objects with high-dimensional features to a low-dimensional plane while the
neighboring relationship remains.

Two simultaneous processes explain the SOM algorithm. The training data set can
be considered as X = x1, . . . , xN , as a set of N points in an n-dimensional space. An SOM
can be considered as a grid with K nodes, with a set of indices yj, each attached with
a high-dimensional weight vector, wj. During the training process, an index yj can be
assigned for each data xi. The index is also called the best-matching unit (BMU). s(wj, x) is
a similarity function which is calculated by the inverse of the distance between the input
sample feature vectors x and the weight vectors of the SOM node j, wj.

BMU(x) = arg maxj( f (yj|x)) (1)

f (yj|x) =
exp s(wj, x)

∑k
j=1 exp s(wj, x)

(2)

The weight vectors of the indices, wj, start with an initial value and will be adapted to
become similar to their assigned input data and further to be similar in weight vectors to
their topological neighborhoods in the grid. The process is called competition and adaption
mechanisms [39]. The adaption process can be stopped after several iterations if the global
error is less than a threshold. In this experiment, we use the 51-dimensional IGIF which
joins the geometric feature vectors and imagery feature vectors. We trained two SOMs
both with a 30 × 30 grid. A ray SOM and a mask SOM are trained, respectively, with
32-dimensional geometric features and 19-dimensional imagery features.

We take quantization error and topological error into consideration for model evalua-
tion. The quantization error is the average distance between each data vector and its BMU
showing the global mapping quality of the SOM. The topographic error is the proportion
of all data vectors for which the first and second BMUs are not adjacent units, showing
the distortion of topology when the SOM is overfitted. Therefore, we trained 40 ray SOM
models and 40 mask SOM models with the size of 30 × 30 by 400 iterations. Figure 7 shows
the plot of the quantization error and topological error of the ray SOM and mask SOM
models, respectively. A rule of thumb is a model that has a topographic error very near zero
and has the lowest quantization error because it is important to hold the topographic error
very low in order to make the components from the network smooth. Therefore, we choose
model 29 from the ray SOMs and model 16 from mask SOMs for further case studies.
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Figure 7. The scatter plots showing quantization error and topographic error of ray SOM models
(left) and mask SOM models (right).

The final output of an SOM can be visualized in different ways. One is to represent
the pattern among different dimensions, rendering each dimension of the weight vectors in
parallel in a new coordinate system. Another common way is to visualize one of the input
data that is assigned in the node, since a set of input data is assigned to each node. The
assigned data’s feature vectors are similar to the weight vectors of the node. We visualize
the ray SOM and mask SOM in a 2D plane where each node is shown by a sample that is
closest to the node (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Results of ray SOM (left) and mask SOM (right) with a demonstration sample for each BMU.

4. Case Studies of the Framework

In Figure 8, clusters of narrow space, open space, semi-open space, cross space, T-
shape space, and so on can be intuitively seen in the visualization of the ray SOM. The mask
SOM shows an obvious gradient of SVI patterns. For instance, from right up to left bottom,
it shows the gradient from mainly building-covered images to wide open space mainly
with the sky. The right bottom part shows SVIs with a large proportion of vegetation. With
the help of the SOMs, one can search for similar urban plots by spatial radar or SVI input.
We show some case studies of queries for the SOMs.

We test the SOMs in two different ways, including querying a single SOM for similar
patterns, and an interplayed query of two SOMs for cases similar in both features. As
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shown in Figure 9, the user interface is capable of two kinds of input, including location
and SVI, regarding the geometry feature and imagery feature, respectively. The retrieval
loop can go from A to B to A, which means retrieving locations with similar spatial traits
by inputing a location or the ray distances. It can also go from A to B to C, which means
retrieving street view images of the locations with similar spatial traits. Similarly, if the
retrieval loop goes from C to D to C, it means finding similar street view images. If it goes
from C to D to C, it means finding locations that are similar in visual elements. Moreover,
the framework supports the full loop retrieval from A to B to C to D to A. Users can find
locations that are similar in both spatial traits and visual appearance by inputing geometric
features and subsequently selecting locations that have close imagery features from the
results or vice versa. We show some case retrievals in the following paragraphs.

Figure 9. The retrieval loop with 4 ends including 2 user interface ends and 2 database ends.

Firstly, we query for locations in Nanjing that have similar spatial traits as the input.
Three examples are set as input, including narrow space, half-open space, quarter-open
space, and so on. Eight retrieved locations of each are shown in Figure 10. From the results,
the plots that have the spatial characteristics are successfully retrieved by RD, and the
locations of the observer are displayed.

Apart from retrieval according to one SOM, a recursive search is essential, especially
for design inspiration. Therefore, the interplay between two SOMs enables users to search
among the possibilities by sharpening the target in the input–feedback–input loop. We
show the case studies of retrieving across the SOMs. Firstly, we search for locations and
street view images with a viewpoint similar with the input radar or location. Then, we
take one point with the SVIs that we are interested in according to the retrieved locations.
Furthermore, we query again for the cases that have similar visual appearance from the
previous output. Therefore, we query for case packages with master plans, street view
images and satellite images according to the spatial ray and user’s feedback. Figure 11
shows two case studies in this query way.
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Figure 10. Locations in similar spatial traits are retrieved according to geometric features.

Figure 11. Query for locations and SVIs that have similar spatial characteristics with the input marked
with a red box (step 1) and query for case packages according to the selected SVIs (marked with a red
box) based on the step 1 output (step 2).

5. Discussion and Further Research

We have presented a framework for the collection, processing, storage, clustering, and
interconnecting of spatial and visual characteristics to enable probabilistic navigation in the
space to support decision making using urban cases in Nanjing. This section further justifies
the system, starting with a discussion of the objectives mentioned in the introduction. This
is followed by discussing the framework as a basis for future research in navigation among
the explorer space for urban design.

The IGIF provides an efficient and comprehensive encoding and feature extraction ap-
proach for urban plots. Compared with pixel-based feature extraction where the samples are
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represented by 2048-dimensional features [40], IGIF has more condensed 51-dimensional
features. Therefore, the following data clustering process has higher efficiency. Although
the IGIF has fewer feature dimensions, it is still informative. It takes into consideration mas-
ter planning and urban perception to bring implicit knowledge into urban computational
modeling. It performs well in finding observing points with similar spatial character-
istics by geometric vectors extracted by the obstacle-detecting method and in finding
points with a similar visual appearance by imagery vectors that are composed of semantic
segments percentages.

The data clustering by SOM provides spectra of the urban plots corresponding to the
different aspects, which further provides a platform for urban designers to navigate based
on probabilistic. An SOM is spreading the network in the data space to reach the data as
much as possible, forming a spectrum for case retrieval. Data with similar spatial or visual
characteristics are put in the same or close clusters. Then, urban designers can perform
query and feedback loops instantly because of the efficiency to navigate among the cases in
the built environment and learn from the existing cases. In addition, the interplay between
the SOMs connects data from different sources. Therefore, in our framework, SOM does
not only cluster but also generates, predicts, and visualizes from one dimensionality to
another according to the probabilities.

From the urban design perspective, the framework provides flexible computational
modeling by encoding implicit knowledge with the generic mechanism, interconnecting
heterogeneous data, and creating an explorer space to bring together machine and human
intelligence. It supports a mindset shift from generating to retrieving. Moreover, it proposes
that the machine should not only be used for optimization but rather as an instrument that
leverages the active role of the designer.

The framework opens possibilities for UCM in the data stream context. In fact, a
methodology similar to that used on developing CFD emulation would be a valuable ex-
tension [35]. In other words, the framework is flexible to be further extended to implement
urban performance, urban perception, urban fabric aspects, and so on. A demonstration of
the conceptual design process based on a specific task and personal preference using the
program would be also beneficial. There are also possible applications in practical studies.
For instance, the core program could serve as a back end for a web-based city search engine
for place finding such as real estate or urban renovation, with flexible selection criteria
depending on specific tasks. An immersive experience for place selection, on-site visiting,
and decision making can also be applied by integrating extended reality techniques.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a framework of the UCM approach with data streams,
which integrates implicit knowledge of urban form and appearance using data-clustering
techniques, SOM. We use a dataset from the Baidu map including building footprints
and SVIs of Nanjing. Additionally, we propose a novel feature extraction method for
encoding urban spatial and visual appearance characteristics using Isovist and semantic
segmentation for the condensed feature vectors IGIF. It is shown to be more effective and
flexible than pixel-based feature extraction.

We trained a ray SOM and a mask SOM with the IGIF. By interlinking the two SOMs,
the program retrieves urban plots which have similar space and visual appearance, pro-
viding urban designers with references to the built environment. The performance of
image retrieval is shown to be robust because of an advanced deep convolutionary neural
network. The IGIF also allows the search engine to retrieve plots similar in both aspects.

We recommend applying artificial intelligence to inspiring urban design ideas by
navigating the explorer space formed by existing projects and learning from them. Our
proposed framework helps architects and urban designers with both design inspiration and
decision making by bringing human intelligence into UCM. We also discuss the potential
of this framework in multi-source case retrieval, urban performance, and data science.
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Similar future frameworks provide a new and flexible approach to obtaining targeted
analytics and discussion for stakeholders. Future research will look at an extension of
the dataset and urban visual segments knowledge discovery. The integration datasets of
building and urban performance are to be included. The framework can also be further
applied with mixed reality techniques for augmented design and decision making.

This research tries to contribute to the common challenge that arises when using urban
computational modeling approaches, which is, on one hand, the paradox between diversity
and completeness of the design decisions, and on the other hand, the difficulty for humans
to interact with a large amount of data. This research could serve as a basis for further
research that enhances the interaction and integration of machine and human intelligence.
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